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Prospective students view the non-traditional approach, or the online option, as a way to not only further their
formal education but also as a means to expand their opportunities and advance their careers. This connection
is now being challenged by the rapidly growing number of online courses and degrees as many students
demand a better convenient way to earn one. With the technology available, universities should make more
efforts to offer more on-line classes. Some may also feel the accreditation from an online school is not the
same as a real university classroom. Many challenges stand before the adult learner such as time management,
finding correct school, reliable computer and internet, and budget to take classes. Distance learning is
becoming more and more prevalent across campuses and is likely to continue to grow The flexibility of online
classes presents a great opportunity for people to diversify and expand their knowledge in different fields
Video conferencing systems, telepresence systems, IP-based video phone: These systems are becoming
increasingly popular in the corporate world today. The perfect opportunity is just one step away and does not
require leaving the comforts of home. Some also argue that online classes can be more affordable than taking
classes in the traditional classroom. If they do not understand certain sections of a course, they feel awkward
to ask these questions in public. In the University of Houston began to offer televised courses for credit.
Education is greatly diverse today in comparison to the s because of advancements in teaching and other great
inventions that provide easier techniques of teaching. People have become so dependent on being connected
and online that life without internet looks unbearable. As technology develops considerably, it has bearings on
every area of our life, even in the way of education. It was a long and tedious process and could potentially
create academic distress for students The populace sought to better themselves and not only for personal
satisfaction, but to become more competitive in society. It is also easier to sign up for an online class than a
class at a college. The option of taking online classes to earn an education has become ideal for those who
work or need a way to fit education to their schedule. The multimedia contents of these CDs can then be
presented to the students thereby giving them the benefit of best education. The differences and similarities
that come along with these two are ones that are dealt with every day in classrooms every day Satellite
Education: Here an instructor in one location can impart lessons over an education satellite such as Edusat to
thousands of students across multiple locations. Competition and technological advancement will eventually
drive the cost for online education down. So now you are wondering, how to deliver distance education from
the convenience of your own home In fact the main reason for online education is to aid students that have a
difficult time attending on-campus classrooms. While debating on whether to attend college or not, many
people wonder which education is better online or traditional education. The then President of U. The purpose
of this section is to argue that using MOOCs in language learning could lead to positive outcomes regardless
of some previous weaknesses noticed in older methods Although short-term costs may deter colleges from
implementing distance learning programs initially, many colleges could save money in the long run. In , more
than 1. E-learning obviates this issue. In recent years there have been significant technological growth with
this growth technology has changed the way we do a lot of things from communicating to warfare with such
influences on society there is no surprise that education feel its wave in researching this topic it seems that in
tr Online learning offers many different programs of studies of your chosen, as well as, achieving a degree in
higher education. Some also argue that online classes can be more affordable than taking classes in the
traditional classroom. The second prerequisite of good education system is the expert teachers. Online
Universities and Colleges now challenged to deliver quality content to their online students. Similarly an
expert can reach thousands of students over the Internet or over a Satellite system. This is because it allows
one to follow- through on their Individual Development Plans in a focussed manner. The answer is an easy.
Personally, I believe both methods should balance one another instead of attempting to substitute one another;
this way their purpose of educating will be far more successful Previously it was seen that education was
achieved through written forms of paper with pen or pencil. Traditional Education Nowadays, with the
technology furtherance and the increased use of the internet, online education has gained significant
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acceptance and popularity all over the world. If you have to work or take care of your home and children
during the day, you can study at night.


